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729 S. WESTERN AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

For The Newest In Dance Fashions Visit These

SQUARE DANCE CLOTHING
AND ACCESSORIES STORES
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AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra, Calif.

LAZY K RANCHWEAR
2803 West Ave., Burlington, Iowa

BOB AND DOT'S S/D & WESTERN
WEAR
3435 Magnolia Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.

PROMENADE SHOP
12401 S.E. Division St., Portland, Ore.

BOB JOHNSTON WESTERN WEAR
5701 Atlantic Ave., Long Beach, Calif.
CIRCLE EIGHT WESTERN WEAR
195 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne,
Calif.
COUNT'S WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Ave., Washington,
D.C.
DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N. Canton,

Ohio
DIXON'S WESTERN WEAR
1112 W. Broad St., Falls Church, Va.
DUDES & DOLLS S/D SHOP
7 S. Ritter Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
HITCHIN' POST
6834 Windsor Ave., Berwyn, III.
LAZY A's S/D SHOP
2616 W. 16th St., Indianapolis, Ind

ROZ'S WESTERN WEAR
3225 Atwood Terrace, Columbus, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE & GIFT SHOP
28933 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, Ohio
SQUARE DANCE SHOP
6407 N. Caldwell Ave., Chicago, III.
SQUARE RECORD & CLOTHING
P.O. Box 612, Wausau, Wis.
SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio
VERNIE'S DRESS SHOP
12301/2 Westlake Ave., Seattle, Wash.
VIVIAN PORTER'S WESTERNWEAR
1320 E. Highland Ave., San Bernardino, Calif.
KAY WILSON
5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
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You're sure to please all your dancing friends wit'
a gift subscription to the number one national square
dance magazine . . AMERICAN SQUARES. During
all twelve months next year they'll thank you over
and over for your thoughtful gift. A gift that brings
them the news, the features, the workshop material,
the record reviews, and countless other things that
will make square dancing seem more alive in
'65. Send the attached postpaid card today. . .
We'll do the rest. Gift cards will be sent in your
name just a few days before Christmas.

FIRST GIFT SUBSCRIPTION ONLY .. $3.50
EACH ADDITIONAL GIFT ONLY . . • $3.00

Practice makes perfect they say, and there's no better way to
improve your dancing or calling than by using records. Why not
resolve right now to buy at least one record every month to
help you become a better dancer or caller. You'll enjoy your
square or round dancing more by listening and dancing to
records right in your own home.

THESE RECORD MANUFACTURERS WILL APPRECIATE YOUR

CONSIDERATION WHEN YOU MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS

"FAMILY SQUARES" —
"GRENN" "TOP"
Grenn,

Inc., Bath, Ohio

"Mac GREGOR"
MacGregor Records, Los
California

"LLOYD SHAW"
Lloyd Shaw Recordings, Inc.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

"SQUARE L"
Angeles,

Square L Record Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.

Thank you so much for the nice editorial about Willard in the August
1964 AMERICAN SQUARES and also
for putting his picture on the cover.
I am so proud of this and am naturally
his biggest booster and admirer . . .
Merle Orlich
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
. . . I enjoy AMERICAN SQUARES
very much. I carry a copy with me
at all times especially when traveling
and calling. I can't tell you which
part of the magazine I enjoy the most
because from front to back it's all excellent. Keep up the good work.
Ramblin' Bob Dubree
Knoxville, Tenn.
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Enclosed find a check for a subscription to your magazine, AMERICAN SQUARES. I am a new square
dancer and a friend told me I .had to
have your magazine for complete enjoyment.
Louise Gates
Knox, Pa.
I surely do enjoy AMERICAN
SQUARES. I can remember back
when Charlie Thomas first started it. I
have been subscribing since.
I have been square dancing and
teaching for a long time. My square
dance record goes back to 1946 and
I've been a leader and teacher since
1949 . . . and we use mostly called
records.
Mary Sharp
Bellmawr, N.J.
Address. Mail Editor, AMERICAN SQUARES, 6400
North leoti Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646 .

WASCA PRESENTS
The

or% "Oftactai
SPRING SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
MARCH 11, 12, 13, 1965

SHERATON PARK HOTEL — WASHINGTON, D.C.
For Your Square Dancing Pleasure:

Al Brundage

Lane
Johnny Le Clair
Frank

Marshall Flippo
Bob Page
Les Gotcher
Bob Van Antwerp
Lee Helsel
Arnie Knonenberger

For Rounds

Date & Dot Foster
Frank & Carolyn
Hamilton
Forrest & Kay

Richards

DANCING SPACE LARGER THAN EVER — MORE HOTEL
ACCOMMODATIONS — NO INCREASE IN REGISTRATION FEE
Write To:
MARIE & VINCE SHEEHY, 2205 Beechwood Road, lewisdale-Adelphi, Maryland, 20783
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MERRBACH
PRESENTS

1746--IDA RED/FISHERS HORNPIPE
Hoedowns.

BLUE STAR

1747—I'LL NEVER LOVE ANOTHER
Vaughn Parrish, caller. Flip.

BOGAN

1180—TWO TIMIN GAL
Darrel Slocum, caller. Flip.

SWINGING SQUARE

2322—DON'T JUST STAND
THERE
George Peterson, caller.
Flip.
2323- STEPPIN OUT WITH MY
BABY
Bill Saunders, caller. Flip.

"The records produced on the labels listed herewith are for the promotion of
square and round dancing and there is no restriction on their use, with the following exception. They may not be reproduced for profit either by taping or
other means of reproduction."

45 rpm — $1.45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

MERRBAC H
PRESENTS

1073—GRAND OLD FLAG

LORE

Red Bates, caller. Flip.

1074—CRY BABY
Allen Tipton, caller. Flip.

KEENO

{ 2300

BUNGALOW FOR TWO

Harold Bausch, caller. Flip.

ROCKIN' "A"
MUSTANG

{ 1321—MY GAL SAL
J. P. Jett, caller. Flip.

112—LOG CABIN IN THE LANE
1

Nathan Hale, caller. Flip.

"The records produced on the labels listed herewith are for the promotion of

square and round dancing and there is no restriction on their use, with the following exception. They may not be reproduced for profit either by taping or
other means of reproduction."

45 rpm — $1 .45
We carry all square and round dance labels.
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE

323 West 14th Street, Houston, Texas

A MESSAGE FROM THE PUBLISHER AND EDITOR
"The Lost Dimension," our special
year-long study of the square dance
movement which was published in
the September 1964 AMERICAN
SQUARES, has created a tremendous
amount of excitement in the square
dance field.
Dancers and leaders are stopping
to analyze their own place in the
square dance movement. We hope to
print some of the comments and ideas
presented by our readers in AMERICAN SQUARES soon.
Choreography and clothing are two
important aspects of the square dance
movement. This month AMERICAN
SQUARES prints another in our series
of articles about square dance choreography written exclusively for AMERICAN SQUARES by the top choreographers in the nation.
Read the special feature article,
"For Best Results—Check the Chore-

ography," by our cover personality
Ruth Stillion. You'll want to save the
handy "Check List For Better Square
Dance Choreography" for future reference.
Square dancers who dress the part
are better square dancers. They are
more interested in their hobby and
more enthusiastic about it than casual
dancers.
Several leading manufacturers in
the square dance field have cooperated and prepared special material for
use in our "Fashion Forecast" this
month.
This information can be used to
help our readers look their best when
they square dance. People like to look
sharp while they enjoy their recreational activities.
So dress like a square dancer. Let
people know you are a square dancer.
CA/rya Olio n

LATEST RELEASE

708 E. WELDON, PHOENIX 14, ARIZONA

OT 8199, FLIP/INSTRUMENTAL

LITTLE
RED WAGON
CALLS BY JOHNNY SCHULTZ
MUSIC BY ART JONES HOT TIMERS
10
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AMERICAN SQUARES BOOK SERVICE
6400 NORTH LEOTI AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

60646

Our Readers Service Department operates a book sales service for your convenience.
All books are sold with a 10-day examination return privilege. Please enclose check
or money order with your order. Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage and
mailing.

SWING BELOW

$1.50

COWBOY DANCES

Compiled by Ed Moody. A great book for
square dancers looking for brooder fields to
enjoy themselves by becoming interested in
Contra Dancing. Illustrated.

SQUARE DANCER'S GUIDE . . $1.00

Written by Lloyd Shaw. While Cowboy Dances
is addressed to beginners it will be a delight
to all who care for the colorful old calls.
Book presents some 75 dances. Illustrated.

ROUND DANCE BOOK

$2.00

Written by R. Harold Hipps and Wallace
Chappell. Illustrated by Sarah Jones McCieskey. An instruction manual for use with The
World Of Fun Folk Game and Dance Records.
Sections are arranged to help the inexperienced leader learn to lead more effectively. 203
pages. Also explains dances of over 23 countries. Worth many times the small cost.

BUILD YOUR HASH

MUSICAL MIXER FUN

$1.00

Written by Ray and Arvid Olson. Simple, fun,
easily-taught musical mixers — the kind that
con be used for one night stands as well as
for regular groups gathered together for
fellowship and recreation. Contains 50 dances.
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AMERICAN SQUARES
BOOK SERVICE
6400 North Leoti Ave.

$4.50

Written by Ed Mich! of Coshocton, Ohio. Presents the building block method to "handle
hash" . . . for the caller who wants to call
"good hash," know where he is and "get the
dancers back." A book for the practicing caller rather than beginner. Every caller should

$5.00

Written by Lloyd Shaw. An indispensable
addition to the library of the dancing instructor. Origin of each dance and its subsequent history. Important positions for major
dances, Illustrated. Musical scores included.

Noble E. Spees of Lomita, California has put
together this interesting guide explaining 127
different terms in connection with Square
Dancing. A "must" book for every beginner.

A WORLD OF FUN

$5.00

Chicago, Illinois 60646
I

I Enclosed is $..
the following:

please send

have a copy.
Add 25 cents for each book to cover postage

ROUND DANCE MANUAL . . $4.00
NEW book on round dancing published in
1962 by a real authority, Frank Hamilton.
134 pages of comprehensive new material for
callers, teachers, club committees, and dancers. Answers every conceivable problem connected with round dancing. A well written
manual.

and mailing.
O SWING BELOW

$1.50

SOUARF DANCER'S GUIDE

$1.00

E' A WORLD OF FUN

$2.00

O

BUILD YOUR HASH

54.50

O

ROUND DANCE MANUAL

$4.00

CONTRAS ARE FUN ..... . . . $1.50

O

CONTRAS ARE FUN

$1.50

Written by Al Brundage and Reuben Merchant.
A progressive arrangement of twelve contras,
with full explanations for teachers, callers and
dancers. Includes diagrams and glossary of
terms.

O

AMERICAN ROUND DANCING

51.50

O

COWBOY DANCES

$5.00

O

ROUND DANCE ROOK

$5.00

O

MUSICAL MIXER FUN

S1.00

AMERICAN ROUND DANCING . $1.50
Written by Frank Hamilton. Book provides
standardized list of Rt. terminology, abbreviations, and definitions; guidance for dancers
wishing to learn by themselves; gives teaching methods and suggestions; list of suggestions to help club committees; standardized
method of writing up dance instructions.

Name
Address
City

State

AN "ORIGNAL" BY
Our Dancing Model

SHERRY SMITH
Modeling No. 6407

"South Of The Border"
Hunter Green 100% Dacron sparkling with black
lace and black ribbon
make this exciting and
festive fashion. Also
available in Magenta,
Royal Blue or Red.
NO. 6407

$3 9.95

74e e,--0reAczere Zia
Make the costume complete
and distinctive with 50-60 yard
sweep Nylon Marquisette Petticoat.
Black Petticoat .

$14.95

Custom-Made
Black Pantalettes

$8.95

PLUS CAPEZIOS—THE FINEST
SHOES FOR ALL DANCING
Ladies Shoes

FASHIONS Y

$8.95-$9.95

Black & White Kid, Classic Ballet,
Lace Ballet, U Shell Strap

Men's Shoes

$18.95

B!ack Kid Oxford

Sotea
113 WALTON — BOX A
COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS

Write for complete catalog
and ordering instructions

For lest Results
Check The Choreography
By Ruth Stillion
Arcata, California
Good square dance choreography
contributes as much to the success of
a square dance as any other one factor. Every caller should know exactly
what good choreography is and how
to identify it.
Consider the fact that the square
Glance is a folk dance. It is the only
dance created solely for the pleasure
of the dancer, with the possible exception of ballroom dancing. All other
dances are designed to please the
spectator.
Square dance choreography, therefore, must include all the factors that
contribute to the pleasure and comfort
of the dancer. The three primary factors are music, dance routine, and
words.
Since the singing call most clearly
embodies these three elements, let's
analyze the choreography of the singing call.

nents of the choreography should contribute to this theme.
CHECK THE DANCE ROUTINE

An interesting dance routine is essential to good choreography. Check
for the elements that help to guarantee
an interesting dance routine. Some of
them are as follows.
(1) GOOD MILEAGE

The greater distance each dancer
travels between the time he leaves his
home position and the time he returns
the better.
(2) INTERESTING ROUTE

An interesting route will contain
frequent changes of direction routing
the dancer both around and through
the square. A long route involving
several stopovers in a new position is
more interesting than several short
trips to and from home position.
(3) FREQUENT PARTNER CHANGE

CHECK THE MUSIC

Listen critically to the music alone.
It sets the pace and should have a
good steady beat. Does it make you
want to dance? Does it give your
spirit a lift? Is it pleasing to the ear?
Does it have a good melody?
One of the reasons for the great
popularity of the singing call is the
f ict that the music or song provides a
theme for the dance. Listen for the
theme. Try to identify it. It may be
described as humorous, gay, spirited,
military, raucous, soothing, sentimental, romantic, or nostalgic.
Once the theme of the dance has
been established, all other compo-

This term is self-explanatory and
easily identified in any given dance.
It really is more fun to dance with
them all!!
(4) SMOOTH FLOW

The momentum of each basic movement used should carry the dancer
naturally and comfortably from one
basic to the next throughout the entire dance routine. Check also for
proper alternate use of hands. No
dancer should ever be called upon to
use the same hand in two consecutive movements.
For example, a square thru followed by a star thru may be fine for the
men, but for the ladies it's taboo. By
13

the same token, a three-quarter square
thru followed by a star thru will
cause the men the same discomfort.
Either way, it will disrupt the flow
of the dance.
(5) VARIETY OF GROUP FORMATIONS

Lines, stars, squares, circles—every
dance should contain two or more.
Now let's consider separately the
basic movements that make up the
dance routine. For our purposes we
can classify each dance basic according to the degree of physical contact
it involves. The quality of physical
contact is one that can be used to enhance the theme and avoid monotony
in the dance. There are four types
that can be classified as follows.
SOLO TYPE

All basics that require the dancer to
move about completely free of any
physical contact with fellow dancers,
such as do-sa-do, see-saw, and single
file promenade.
HAND HOLD TYPE

All basics that require no physical
contact other than a hand clasp, such
as grand right and left, star thru, and
square thru.
FOREARM HOLD

All basics that require more than a
hand clasp, but no actual body contact, such as allemande left and catch
all eight.
CLOSE PHYSICAL CONTACT

Basics that require an arm around
partner, such as swing, courtesy turn,
and star promenade.
The best dance routines utilize at
least three of these types of basic
movements. The degree to which one
type or another should dominate a
dance will depend entirely upon the
mood or atmosphere the dance is intended to create. For example, the
solo type basics lend themselves best
to dances that are military, flirtatious,
or carefree. Physical contact basics
will best accent the feeling of a dance
that is sentimental or romantic.
14

CHECK THE WORDING

The last and most difficult phase
of choreography in which to achieve
perfection is the wording. The words
must not only instruct the dancer at
the right moment ( timing ), but their
sounds must also contribute to the
rhythm, meter, and theme of the
dance. Examine each of the following
qualities separately.
(1) ADEQUATE INSTRUCTION

The command words must tell the
dancer instantly and precisely what
he is expected to do. Well chosen
words or terminology will do this.
Can you, the caller, "get the picture" the first time you read through
the dance routine? If not, chances are
the dancers will have difficulty executing the dance. Remember that
they are expected to respond to the
call almost the moment they hear it.
(2) PROPER TIMING

Do the command words occur a moment or two before the action takes
place? They should whenever possible. Never, under any circumstances,
should more than two commands be
delivered at once.
(3) RHYTHM

The sound of the words spoken in
cadence should match or accent the
beat or the rhythm already established
by the music.
(4) METER

Metering is a term often confused
with rhyming, so first let's note the
COVER CALLER
Ruth Stillion, one of square dancing's
most popular and talented choreographers,
shares her views on choreography with
AMERICAN SQUARES readers this month.
Ruth and her husband, Clem, have been
dancing for fifteen years and teaching
almost as long. Ruth has been composing
dances exclusively for Windsor Records
since 1955 and joined the Windsor calling
staff in 1962.

difference. Rhyming is a simple matter of using sound-alike words at regular intervals. Rhyming helps to emphasize the metering which involves
all the sounds in a word phrase that
should, if possible, exactly match the
music melody rather than the beat
only.
For example, let's look at the first
two lines of the singing call "Summer
Romance." Since the lyrics of the song
already perfectly match to the melody,
we'll compare the square dance words
to the song lyrics.
SONG
( It was) just a summer romance
that's all
that it was
DANCE
—
( Walk a) round the corner alone
turn a left
round your own
SONG
Oh what it seemed to he

DANCE
Chain all the girls across town
Note that the call contains the same
number of word syllables as the song
lyrics and that the command words
fall on the heavy beat of the music.
This is word-metering at its best.
(5) PROMOTE DANCE THEME

Once the dance pattern has been
established, the remaining patter
should, whenever possible, enhance
the theme of the dance. This is usually
best accomplished by the generous
use of lyrics from the song that inspired the dance.
This completes the circle of factors
involved in square dance choreography. Here is a check list to use
for reference in learning to judge the
quality of the many dances offered in
today's square dance market.
Be critical, buy carefully, and always check the choreography!

CHECK FOR BETTER S/D CHOREOGRAPHY
(heck The Music

Check The Dance Routine

Check The Wording

Mileage

n

Good melody

Adequate
instructions

Route

❑
❑

Pleasing to hear

Frequency of

Steady beat
U

Danceable

Smooth flow

1 Variety of
formation

-

Theme

Proper timing

partner change

Types of basics

❑

Rhythm

❑

Meter

❑

Theme

Solo
Hand clasp

Slight physical
contact
T1 Close physical
contact
Good square dance choreography makes a good dance. Use this check list when
writing new material or when buying new records. All factors involved in square dance
choreography are included in this basic check list compiled exclusively for AMERICAN
SOUARES by Ruth Stillion, Arcata, California.
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TOO
MANY ROUNDS?
BY DOT AND KEN OLSON, CMCAGO, ILLINOIS
00000000000000000000000000000000000000
We enjoy round dancing—the way
it was some years ago and the way it
is at present—and we'll more than
likely continue to enjoy our favorite
hobby the way it's going to be in the
future.
Perhaps you consider this a broad
statement. Possibly it is, but we have
no complaints to make about round
dancing at all! It is, in fact, a hobby
which has enriched our lives a thousandf old.
Over the years we have been exposed to critical remarks made about
our beloved form of recreation, round
dancing, but we've never heard much
in the form of defense or rebuttal
statements.
"Too many rounds." How many
times have you heard this remark?
Once? Fifty times? More? Well, so
have we and in our way of thinking it
is certainly far from the truth.
To begin with, what does it represent? It could mean too many rounds
written or too many rounds taught.
Let's take them one at a time.
First of all, we agree that while
there are a considerable number of
dances written each and every year,
this fact has absolutely no effect on
the average round dancer. Round
dance leaders and teachers do all of
the groundwork or workshopping of
16

all the new releases.
The average round dancer would
probably be quite amazed at the number of rounds his instructor has to
workshop in order to come up with
the relative few that are actually
taught.
However, if all square dance callers
and round dance teachers taught only
those rounds which they felt like
teaching, without knowing or caring
what rounds were being taught elsewhere in other areas, then we could
understand why there were "too
many rounds."
At major square and round dance
events where dancers from many areas
are present, the round dance program
could conceivably result in utter
chaos. There would be few rounds on
the program which would draw a "full
floor" of dancers.
You are probably wondering how
round dance leaders and square dance
callers select the rounds for programming and how the number of round
dances introduced in any one given
area can be controlled.
Although these problems are being
handled similarly throughout the nation, let us explain how they are being
solved in Chicagoland.
We have an organization called the
"Chicagoland Round Dance Leaders

Society" which holds meetings once a
month from September through May
of each year. Its members are composed of round dance leaders and
square dance callers from this area.
New round dances are presented by
members at each meeting and after
a vote, two rounds are selected to be
taught the following month—one an
easy round, the other an intermediate
level dance. All of the members are
then committed to teaching at least
these particular "Rounds of the
Month" to their own respective classes
and at square dances during the ensuing month.
Taking into consideration the widespread activities of the entire membership, this means then that all Chicagoland dancers will be dancing to the
same rounds at most square and
round dance events in the area. We
think that this certainly reduces the
immensity of the statement "too many
rounds."
Specifically, this means that if
dancers wish to participate in the
round dance program at their local

square dance club or festival dances,
they should be willing to learn at
least eight easy level round dances
per year. Usually, they will also
learn a few intermediate level rounds
that especially please them.
Do you think that this is too much
to expect of a hobby which yields so
much pleasure? Just think, some of
the easier type rounds can be learned
in fifteen minutes or so. Most other
hobbies are much more demanding,
time wise, if one is to derive satisfaction from them.
Now for the true round dance enthusiast, there are round dance clubs
to join or visit. Here you will learn,
in addition to the "Rounds of the
Month," other interesting dances
which will vary in tempo and rhythm
and be designed for your dancing
pleasure.
Do come out early to your favorite
club dance. Your caller or round
dance leaders will be there to teach
you the "Round of the Month." We
are quite sure that you can learn one
•
at a time.

0000000000000000000000000000000000000
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Dot and Ken Olson, one of the
Chicago area's most prominent
round dance couples, have taught
and led rounds at many institutes
and dance week-ends in the Midwest. They teach regularly at six
square and round dance clubs and
are past President and members of
the Chicagoland Round Dance
Leaders Society.
Dot and Ken are veterans of
four National Conventions and
were selected to present rounds at
the St. Paul Convention. They have
written their own dance, "Volare."

0000000000000000000000000000000000000
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Our present day square dancing is
one of the truly American folk dance
activities we can call our own. For
many years it was nothing more than
a "barn dance." This picture is still
advertised much too widely. As a result, we must convince thousands of
people that square dancing is one of
the great recreational activities in the
United States today.
We have outgrown the "red barn"
not only in size but in culture and
style. Square dancing presently demands the largest and finest facilities
for its conventions and festivals.
The ladies of the square dance
world have played a much greater
part in this change than they realize.
They no longer appear at dances in
long-sleeved, high-necked, full-length
calico and heavy shoes.
Rather, the ladies in the square add
the touch of color, style, and excitement that makes our dancing evening
the social occasion for all.
Square dance fashions are basically
beautiful styles. Being gay, colorful,
and feminine, they add a great deal
to the general appearance of anyone
choosing to wear them.
Those ladies who sew can enjoy
even to a greater extent the pleasure
of the square dance costume, for they
design and create for themselves. This
ability to create develops a sense of
accomplishment and individuality that
is basically important to us all.
Color is an important keynote of
square dance fashion. Yet, this facet
is frequently ignored when ladies
choose a new petticoat-pantalettes set.
Too often choices are based on "it
goes with everything."
What actually is meant by "it goes
with everything," is that the petticoat is inconspicuous when worn
with all colors in a particular wardrobe. A lady feels she must be kind
to her budget, and an inconspicuous
color in her square dance underpinnings is usually most economical.

But what about that beautiful bright
color she really wanted? Must her
better judgment always reign over her
delightful wishing for the bright one?
There is a way to accomplish a balanced budget and still have the bright
color in petticoats and pantalettes.
Color gives a lift and a feeling of gaiety and happiness to the wearer and
to the square dance picture as a
whole. Thus, it is important that more
thought be given to the entire square
dance wardrobe.
Instead of choosing square dance
dresses first, why not select the color
of the petticoat and pantalettes first?
Also, why not choose the same color
for both petticoat and pantalettes?
This way milady will have one complete petticoat-pantalettes set to which
she will blend or contrast each new
dress she buys or makes for her
wardrobe.
What about the dresses already
hanging in the closet? Wear them
with the petticoats you already have.
You'll probably find that several last
year's dresses can be worn with your
new co-ordinated petticoat,pantalettes
set. This way you'll give those "old"
dresses a new lift.
The "co-ordinated look" of just one
bright splash of color underneath a
blending or contrasting dress puts emphasis on the over-all picture. No one
part of the costume should disassociate, color-wise, from the other.
Square dance fashion is not a price
or a look. Paris does not dictate the
length of our skirts or the width of
our waists. Our fashion is you, as a
dancer and an individual. It is what
is becoming to you. There are no
boundaries as to color, material, trim,
or style.
A "new outlook" on square dance
fashion can be yours with only a
small investment and a lot of imagination. A prettier, happier dancer,
twirling her way through many
squares and rounds can be you.
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Square dancers look and feel more
alert, more at ease when they are
dressed in fashionable square dance
attire. Colorful western wear contributes greatly to the festive atmosphere
of any square dance.
The square dance market is a vast
one, serving the thousands of active
dancers who add to their dancing
pleasure by wearing specially designed square dance clothing.
Just as in other realms of fashion,
new fabrics, styles, and colors brighten the square dance picture at the beginning of each season. Square dancers are fashion conscious.
Here is AMERICAN SQUARES'
fashion forecast for the 1964-65 dancing year. The ladies of the square
dance world will find this exclusive
report on the newest in square dance
western wear a helpful guide in planning their dancing wardrobes.
Generally, there are two types of
dresses worn for square dancing—the
patio or squaw dress and the newer
"little girl" cotton dress.
There is great demand for both

Donnell's of Denver
Style 1612

Edmunds of Denver
Style D5424

types of dresses, although the patio
dresses have greater sales appeal in
certain parts of the country than in
others. The square dance cottons are
in evidence in all areas.

ratio (Scrtaw) 21resses
Patio or squaw dresses are usually
solid colors and heavily trimmed with
braid and rick rack. Cotton georgette,
which requires no ironing, and squaw
cloth are the most widely used materials, although most ladies also like
the 10071 dacron polyester fabrics, as
well as other tried and proven, wash
and wear materials of 100% cotton.
The newest innovation to appear in
fabrics for the first time this fall is
cool, luxurious "Bon Vivant," a material made of 100% arnel triacetate.
This fabric will be available in the
medium to better-priced dresses.
The one-piece, short-sleeved style
dresses remain number one in preference this season. There will be a
more decided emphasis on darted and
fitted bodices, many with side plackets, long hack zippers ( for easy on

Donnell's of Denver
Style 1219
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and off ), and/or elastic at the sides
of the waist only.
Dresses with elastic completely
around the waist are still quite popular and are especially attractive when
worn with a wide mesh or metallic
stretch belt.
Colors in the patio dresses remain
mostly in the pastels. Light shades
with delicate blendings of trimmings
in the new "Bon Vivant” arnel and
dacron fabrics will be strong this year.
White, petal pink, and sky blue are
the color lead( rs, followed closely by
mint green, sand, and crystal lilac. In
the all cotton patio dresses, poinsettia red, turquoise, black, and white
will prevail.
Edmunds of Denver
Style D5433

girl" Cottons
The "little girl" cottons continue to
gain popularity in their wide variety
of colors and styles, trimmed with all
types of lace, ruffles, and the like.
The trend this fall in this line of

Faye Creations
Style 0510
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Faye Creations
Style 0525

dresses is to more and more of the
solid color fabrics, including the fine
broadcloths of cotton and man-made
fabrics. Plaids, polka dots, pin checks,
and a wide variety of bright, imaginative prints will be seen in "little girl"
styles.
As with the patio dresses, fit
through the bodice is of prime importance in the cottons. Many of
these dresses can be bought with all
elastic waists and the idea is a popular
one.
A few of the newest ideas that will
make their debut in the cottons this
season will he large pockets, fingerless mitts made to match the dresses,
use of solid colors with laces, twindot combinations, novel printed tapes,
wide yokes, and gored skirts ( to give
full, full skirts with a minimum of
waist bulk ).
There is no color limit in the "little
girl" styled dresses. All fabrics allow
for a wide choice of colors from black
to bright shades to soft pastels.

Faye Creations
Style 0550

am.

I

Edmunds of Denver
Style D5455

Fashions By Nita Smith
Style 6403
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Sh irts and Blouses

Fashions By Nita Smith
Style 6401

Faye Creations
Style 0535
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Solid color fabrics, including Maricopa, one of the original wash and
wear western type materials, remain
the stand-bys for ladies who prefer
separates for dancing.
Skirts will be tiered, left simple
and unadorned, or lavishly trimmed
with metallic rick rack or laces.
Blouses are following the general
trend for fit and are now being made
with darts and zippers for the
"smooth" look. Extra blouse length
is also being accented to prevent
"pulling out" at the waist and to contribute to the truly well-dressed look.
Basic colors of white, black, red,
and turquoise will be most in evidence
in the separates.
All in all this year, the ladies of the
square dance picture will be able to
purchase just what they desire in
dancing attire. Attractive dresses and
separates made of the finest "easy
care" fabrics in colors of infinite variety and with proper comfortable fit
and style will be available.
AMERICAN SQUARES' fashion
forecast is a result of the latest
sketches and information from Donnell's of Denver, Denver, Colo., Edmunds of Denver, Denver, Colo., Faye
Creations, Tucson, Ariz., and Fashions
by Nita Smith, College Station, Tex.
Our thanks to these houses for allowing us to present their newest fashions
and ideas to insure our readers a fashionable, happy square dance season
in 1964-65.
The square dance fashions featured
here will mark you a smartly dressed
square dancer. They are available
from better square dance shops in all
areas of the country. Consult the
AMERICAN SQUARES S q u a r e
Dance Store listing each month for
the shop nearest you. You'll enjoy
square dancing more when you dress
the part.
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Featuring—
OVER 500 SQUARE DANCE DRESSES IN STOCKI All sizes, colors,
patterns, styles. Our selection is
sure to please.
•

EVERYTHING FOR THE LADIES!
Dresses,
shoes, petticoats, sissy
britches, coats, skirts, blouses. You
name it . . . we probably have it
in stock.

•

EVERYTHING FOR THE MEN!
Shirts, pants, shoes, boots, ties,
belts, buckles. The men, too, will
like our fine selection. All name
brand merchandise.

•

JEWELRY FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
Especially designed for dancers.
Wonderful for gifts.

•

COMPLETE STOCK OF RECORDS. All labels
. . • From the newest to the old timers. Try
us for those hard-to-find-ones.

SQUARE
DANCE
SHOP
6407 NORTH CALDWELL AVE.
CHICAGO, ILL. 60646
(ON U.S. HIGHWAY 14)
PHONE: 763-8252

• COMPLETE LINE OF SOUND EQUIPMENT. All
brands popular with callers. Competitive
prices. See us before you bvyl

CHKAGOLAND'S ONLY EXCLUSIVE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
FEATURING EVERYTHING FOR THE SQUARE •St ROUND DANCER
Close to Expressways!
Convenient to all expressways — at
Caldwell and Devon. See map at left.
Plenty of parking in our own lot. Open
during grand opening from 10 a.m.
to 9 p.m.

DON'T MISS THE GRAND OPENING
OCT. 2, 3, 4, 1964
"We'll Be Looking For You!"

TOP BRAND SOUND COLUMNS

CLOSE OUT SALE!
40%
DISCOUNT
WHILE THEY LAST
Choose from several top brands .
Electro-Voice,
Temple, University. These are all brand new sound
columns . • . latest models . . . still in their original
shipping cartons. Fully guaranteed in every way. If
you have been planning to buy a sound column,
NOW is the time to act. Get our LOW LOW DISCOUNT PRICE and you can't say no. Never again
will you be able to SAVE so much money on a sound
column. Terms available.

MODEL

ILE PRICE

30 WATT

$49.95

50 WATT

$59,95

80 WATT

$64.95

available in SO Watt kits at $39.95. (Specify 6-6"
speakers or 4-8" speakers.)
Also

WRITE • PHONE • VISIT
BOB ROTTMAN'S

CALLER'S SOUND SERVICE
11041-A SOUTH TALMAN AVE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE 312 -- BE. 35527 or 2335527

AMERICAN SQUARES WORKSHOP features original material submitted by you. Choreography, Callers'
Questions, Figures and Breaks, and New Basics are presented each month. Mail new and creative ma.
terial and questions to: Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, AMERICAN SQUARES, 6400 North Leo; Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646.

CHOREOGRAPHY
Zero movements or do-nothing patterns in square dance choreography
are a part of every caller's repertoire.
Some callers use just a do-paso or
"all around the left hand lady, seesaw your partner" or even "join
hands, circle" while they collect their
thoughts for the next maneuver. Of
course, the right and left grand, promenade is the most prevalent "breather."
More complicated zero movements
in the middle of a figure help extend
the "life" of a figure and keep the
dancers moving and enjoying themselves.
Typical of this injected type of zero
movement would be an eight-chainthru if the dancers were in the proper
facing position to do it. This does not
necessarily mean that each man must
have a lady on his right. Any combination of couples in the proper setup of one couple facing another with
the center couples back to back with
each other is all that is needed to zero
out.
Using a full eight-chain-thru or
using only four hands will change
nothing in the relationship of each
dancer to each other member of the
set. Using two or six hands will keep
partners but change sequence. Using
odd numbers of hands, one, three,
five, or seven, could possibly change
all relationships and sequence.
You will note that in the above

breakdown there is no mention of
definite identity of anyone involved.
Only the generalities of the movement itself and the results that can be
expected choreography-wise are given.
These points indicate the necessity of
knowing where a called movement
( basic ) starts and where it ends
rather than where original partners or
corners are at the beginning or ending of a particular movement.
Does it matter if you start a dopaso with your original partner? It
does matter to the dancer to know
when someone is to be considered a
partner at the start of a maneuver.
Teach the basic basics so they are
firmly entrenched in the dancers'
minds. Dancers should be able to react automatically under every conceivable situation and never be in
doubt under actual "fire" or during
the exploration of new ideas later.
A simple example of habit patterns
formed by dancers can be found in
teaching square thru. Most of today's
new dancers do alternate hands in
the square thru and now at last do
pull by and drop the last hand to
stand back to back with the last person. However, are they always going
in the same direction?
This is how a habit pattern is formed. The dancers must know that the
same basic rule of doing a square thru
applies not only from a normal set-up
but also from a half-sashayed position or when four ladies or four men
are working together. The latter two
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variations change the facing traffic
pattern of all or some of the dancers,
yet the rule still applies.
How many of today's d ulcers have
been taught that a do-paso technically
ends with a courtesy turn unless the
next command blends into it?
If you are serious about learning
square dance choreography, start at
page one rather than with today's exploration figures. Avoid new ideas
which violate old and established
basic rules with the result of confusing well taught square dancers.

CALLERS' QUESTIONS
BOB DUBREE, Knoxville, Tenn.:
"We get one figure with three or
four different names that confuse the
dancers. Don't you think that callers
should make their calls as directional
as possible and give the dancers a
break?"
Yes, Bob, as a dancer, I want every
call to be as directional as possible.
This gives me a chance to dance it,
rather than jerk through it.
The figure with different names
that you refer to is probably "spread
the wheel." This was the first name
for the figure suggested.
Then came "wheel and spread"
from California as being more directional, i,e., to wheel and deal and
spread apart to let the trailing couple
step into the middle to form a line.
Neither "basic" would have been necessary if some already accepted movements have been incorporated.
Bob Yerington of Iowa suggested
centers spread" apart to let the trailing couple step in after calling a wheel
and deal. "Outers in" has been mentioned in previous issues of AMERICAN SQUARES and probably the
most directional command for the
same movement is now being used by
Johnny Davis of Kentucky.
He doesn't even have to teach the
64
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movement. Johnny just calls, "wheel
and deal, outsides in," and even the
most unsuspecting dancer will respond as long as he has been used to
doing a "centers in" movement. Try
it sometime and see if this won't help
you to clear up some of the confusion
among your dancers.
SEVERAL SOURCES: "Can't get the
local callers to turn out at the Callers'
Association meetings to workshop
new ideas. Maybe they want to call
the same (lance every time, but
they are losing a lot of their club
dancers . . ."
The problem of forming and holding local callers in some sort of an association is prevalent all over the
country. Anyone interested in solving the problem should first start by
exploring the manner in which the
seemingly successful associations operate.
The first thing that you will find is
good leadership. From this leadership you will see that everything else
follows. Among the best qualities are:
cooperation; well-planned program for
all callers attending; constructive
presentations of current ideas; the
recognition of everyone's thoughts; the
ability of each member to suppress
his desire to make his own ideas the
rule.
The same rules that you expect the
dancers to abide by should be practiced by their teachers also—no more
and no less than the Golden Rule.
It takes a lot of character on the
part of each individual caller to learn
from others and to give of himself
what he has to offer.
LLOYD MAY, Arvada, Colo.: "Do
you have any ideas to help me convince the (lancers that an arky figure
now and then will improve their
dancing ability?"
One major improvement noted by
dancers who dance arky figures is that
they listen and try not to anticipate

calls by staying two beats behind the
command in order to react properly.
Another point noted is precision in
each movement. This means an awareness of position dancing and as such
they know exactly where each movement begins and where it ends.
You will never find an "arky" dancer
doing a sloppy box the gnat because
they know they should be facing that
person and not be half turned in another direction. Their square thrus
are sharp, finished movements with no
clinging to the last hand used, but
standing exactly back to back with
the last (lancer encountered.
Fantastic, complicated figures are
not nee(1(bd with a new basic used
every week if an occasional arky tip
is used once in an evening. Please,
though, stay away from the "gimmicks"—box the gnat or star thru with
the same sex and the like.

FIGURES AND
BREAKS
FIGURE
by Lloyd Litman, Parma,

Ohio

Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Square thru four hands
Centers box the gnat
Square thru four hands
Others separate and star thru
Centers in, cast off three-quarters
round
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . . .

RE-DEAL
by Lloyd Litman, Parma, Ohio

Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Heads half square thru
Chain star thru, wheel and deal
Wheel and deal again
First couple right, next go left
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . .

ARKY BREAK
by Lloyd Litman, Parma, Ohio

Heads half sashay, lead to the right
Circle four, ladies break, line up four
Forward four and back, curl thru .
Cross trail thru to an arky allemande . . .
ARKY BREAK
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio

Allemande left, go down the track
Forward three, right, left, right
Heads turn back
Go three, left, right, left
Girls turn back
Go two, right and left
Men turn back
Go arky grand . .
ARKY MARS
by Johnny Davis, Erlanger, Ky.

Two and four half sashay
Heads square thru, count four hands
Swing thru the outside two
Centers run, wheel and deal
Arky allemande, go forward two
Right and left to an arky thar
Head men, side ladies in a right hand
star
Shoot that star all the way round
Turn the next one right to a wrong
way thar
Head men, side ladies in a left hand
star
Shoot the star, arky allemande
Partner right, an arky grand
Meet your partner, sides turn back
Grand right and left . . .
GIVE 'EM ROOM
by George Caudill, Lakewood, Calif.

Four ladies chain
Number one couple face the corner,
box the gnat
New one and three cross trail
Around one to a line
Center two half sashay, forward eight
and back
Star thru, triple centers in
Bend the line, star thru, cloverleaf
Right and left grand . . .
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SPREAD IT
by "Scotty" Foggo, Seal Beach, Calif.

Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and make a line
Forward eight and back I said
Pass thru and wheel and spread
Bend the line then wheel and spread
Ends cross over, centers (ladies) turn
back
Pass thru and wheel and spread
Pass thru and fold the girls
Star thru and wheel and deal
Star thru, cross trail thru
Allemande left . . .
S'MORE SPREAD
by "Scotty" Foggo, Seal Beach, Calif.

Bow to your partners and corners all
Head ladies chain across the hall
Allemande left the corner maid
Back to your own and promenade
Don't stop, don't slow down, keep
walking the girls around
One and three wheel around, pass
thru the first old two
On to the next and cross trail thru
Make lines of four facing out
Wheel and spread
Bend the line then spin the wheel
Double pass thru, first couple right,
next go left
Pass thru the first you meet to lines
of four, keep 'em neat
Wheel and spread
Center four square thru three-quarters
man
Left allemande .
SWING THRU STARS
by Beryl Main, Denver, Colo.

Heads square thru in the middle you
do
Do-sa-do with the outside two
Swing thru and balance thar
Just the men two hand star
Go once around and here's the deal
Girls turn around, wheel and deal
Dive thru, then a right and left thru
Swing thru and balance thar
Just the men two hand star
Co on('(' around an d here's the deal
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Girls turn around and wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters to a left
allemande . . .
FROM PROMENADE
by Beryl Main, Denver, Colo.

Heads wheel around, swing thru
Balance thar, just the boys two hand
star
Go once around and here's the deal
Girls turn around, wheel and deal
Cross trail to a left allemande . . .
Head ladies chain across
Heads swing thru to a star thru
Circle up four and head men break
Make lines of four
Do a dixie style to an ocean wave
And you balance thar
Just the men two hand star
Go once around and left allemande . . .
SWING THRU CAST
by Beryl Main, Denver, Colo.

Heads square thru in the middle you
do
Then swing thru to a star thru
Frontier whirl all eight of you
Do a dixie style to an ocean wave
And balance thar, just the boys a two
hand star
Once around and don't get lost
Girls turn around and cast off
Three-quarters round, then star thru
when you come down
Frontier whirl, then swing thru and
there you are
Just the boys a two hand star
Once around, here's the deal
Girls turn around, wheel and deal
Left allemande . . .
MESSY
by Beryl Main, Denver, Colo.

Promenade with partner
One and three wheel around
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru
First couple left, next couple frontier
whirl
Pass thru, wheel to the right
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . . .

BOYS DIXIE SWING STARS
by Beryl Main, Denver, Colo.

Four ladies chain across
One and three half sashay
Circle eight and hear me say
Boys to the middle and back
Pass thru and both turn left
Go around two
Come down the middle with a dixie
style to an ocean wave
Balance to a swing thru
Boys in the middle two hand star
Once around and here's the deal
Ends turn around, wheel and deal
Square thru three-quarters to a left allemande . .
CUTE FIGURE
by Ralph Pavlik, Strongsville, Ohio

Four ladies chain
One and three right and left thru
Same two couples left split swing
thru, balance
Just the ladies U turn hack
Ends star thru
Same two left split swing thru, balance
Curl thru to a left allemande . .
CURL THRU FIGURES
by Ralph Pavlik, Strongsville, Ohio

Head two couples right and left thru
Side ladies chain across
Four ladies chain a grand chain four
One and three curl thru, star thru,
pass thru
Circle four with the outside two
Head gents break to lines of four
Forward eight and come on back
Curl thru across the track
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . .
One and three curl thru, star thru
Pass thru, star thru the outside two
Curl thru across from you
Pass thru, on to the next and star
thru
Duck to the middle and star thru
Cross trail thru, left allemande . . .
Promenade but don't slow down
Side two couples wheel around

ALABAMA
• MUTCHNIK'S WESTERN WEAR
54-56 Government St., Mobile

AR KANSAS
• SETTLE'S TENARK RECORD SALES
2018 Independence, Fort Smith

ARIZONA
• MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix
• RECORDLAND
4457 E. Thomas Rd., Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
• ARCADIA MUSIC MART
21 E. Huntington Dr., Arcadia
• AMOS SQUARE DANCE SQUARE
624 W. Main, Alhambra
• PHIL MARON'S FOLK SHOP
1531 Clay St., Oakland
• DAY'S SQUARE DANCE SUPPLIES
3264 Overheiser Rd., Stockton
• DON & PATS WESTERN WEAR
4797 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
• RITE NOTE MUSIC STORE
276 N. Hawthorne Blvd., Hawthorne
• U'R SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
STORE
3094 Magliocco Dr., San Jose
• VALLEY MUSIC CENTER
145 S. Harvard, Hemet

CANADA
• DANCE CRAFT
455 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
• GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon,
Sask.
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Curl thru, star thru
Eight chain thru that's what you do
When you're thru, square thru four
hands round
Bend the line, star thru
Square thru three-quarters round
Find the corner, left allemande . .

COLORADO
e SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
3875 Wadsworth, Wheat Ridge

FLORIDA
• BOW'S
9732 MacArthur Ct., No. Jacksonville
• CROSS TRAIL SQUARE DANCE
CENTER
4150 Sw 70th Ct. Miami 55

GEORGIA
• BONEY'S S/D & WESTERN WEAR
S. Slappey and Whitney, Albany
• RECORD CENTER
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E., Atlanta 5

ILLINOIS
* ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Rd., Chicago 39
0 DELUXE MUSIC SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
4063 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 41
• HITCHIN' POST
6834 Windsor Ave., Berwyn
• KELLY'S RANCHWEAR
1200 S. Milwaukee Ave., Wheeling
• RACEWAY WESTERN WEAR
406 Thomas, Forest Park
• SQUARE YOUR SETS
P.O. Box 143, Niles 48

INDIANA
• DUDES & DOLL'S SQUARE DANCE
SHOP
7 S. Ritter Ave., Indianapolis 9
• LAZY A's SQUARE DANCE SHOP
2616 W. 16th St., Indianapolis
• MAXINE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
4428 S. 7th St., Terre Haute
• PARKER STUDIO OF MUSIC
Hiway 3 N. at Cree Lake, Kendallville
• STEVENS CAMERA SUPPLIES
3600 S. Main St., Elkhart
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Two and four half sashay
Heads pass thru across the way
Separate, go round just two
\ lake a line of four like you always
do
Forward eight, back like that
Full square thru across the track
Outside two do a U turn back
Centers star thru, same two curl thru
Cross trail thru to a left allemande. . .
One and three half sashay
Full square thru while you're that way
Split those two, go round one
Star thru with the one you meet
Same two curl thru, cross trail thru
Left allemande . . .

HARRY'S ARKY EPECIAL
by Pete Peterson, Palos Park, III.

Side gents face the corner and star
thru
Boys up to the middle and hack,
swing thru ( right, left )
Boys split square thru, boys go four,
girls go three
Girls divide go around one, come into
the middle, swing thru ( right, left )
Girls split square thru, girls go four,
boys go three
Boys divide go around one, come into
the middle, swing thru ( right, left )
Boys split square thru, boys go four,
girls go three
Girls divide go around one, come into
the middle, swing thru ( right, left )
Girls split square thru, girls go four,
boys go three
Boys divide go around one, come into
the middle and
Left square thru four hands
If you like soft hands instead of rough,
left allemande . . .

SPREAD THE WHEEL
by Larry Brockett, Los Alametos,
Calif.

Heads to the right, circle up four
Pass thru, wheel and spread
Spin the wheel, substitute
All backtrack, centers in
Wheel and deal, all four men half
sashay
Then turn around, star thru, substitute
Bend the line, cross trail thru, left allemande . . .
1/4 CIRCULATE AND RUN
by Larry Brockett, Los Alametos,
Calif.

Head ladies chain, all promenade
Heads wheel around, right and left
t liru
Do a dixie chain, girls turn around
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Ends circulate, centers run, bend the
line
Star thru, cloverleaf, double pass
thru, cloverleaf
First couple left, next right, right and
left thru
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . .

KANSAS
• EDGINGTON MUSIC CO.
217 S. Santa Fe, Salina

KENTUCKY
• SQUARE DANCE SHOP
3111 S. 4th St., Louisville 14

LOUISIANA
• DANCE RANCH
3850 Dublin St., New Orleans

MAINE
• PROMENADE IN
(Verona Island) Bucksport

BREAK
by Chappie Chapman, Encino, Calif.

Head two couples cross trail thru
Then separate
Star thru behind the side two
Substitute, inside two pass thru, left
allemande . . .
EGG HEAD
by Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara,
Calif.

Promenade, don't slow down
Heads divide, roll back one
Promenade on the same old track
Two and four backtrack
Left hand star, turn once and a half
Once and a half, don't be afraid
Gals star right, men promenade
Twice around 'til you meet again
Gals slide out, men slide in
Pass 'em once, don't just stand
Meet again with a right and left
grand . . .

MASSACHUSETTS
• PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106, East Bridgewater
• SQUARE STORE
817 State St., Springfield
• MEG SIMKINS
119 Allen St., Hampden
• SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
S. Main St., Topsfield

MICHIGAN
• BARNES RADIO & TV
822 Cass St., Traverse City
• B BAR B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main St., Rochester
• CROSS TRAIL RECORD SERVICE
12130 Center Rd., Bath
• SQUARE DANCE SPECIALTIES
14600 Grand River, Detroit 27
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HILL TOP
by Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara,
Calif.

MINNESOTA
• LOUISE MUSIC SHOP
678 Grand Ave., St. Paul 5
• "AL" JOHNSON RECORDS
4148 10th Ave., Minneapolis 7

MISSOURI
• DO-SAL SHOPPE
10402 E. 3st St., Independence
• GRABO'S WESTERN SHOP
Kidder

NEW JERSEY
• DANCE RECORD CENTER
1159 Broad St., Newark

NEW YORK
• BERLINER MUSIC SHOP
154 4th Ave., New York 3
• F BAR H RANICHWEAR INC.
1596 Niagara Falls Blvd., Tonawanda

OREGON
• GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E. Wasco Ave., Portland 16
• RECORD GROOVE
11952 S.E. Division St., Portland 66

OHIO
• CLAWSON ENTERPRISES
3780 Thornton Dr., Cincinnati 36
• COLLINS RADIO & TV
5449 W. 3rd St., Dayton 27
• DART WESTERN SHOP
4400 Portage St., N.W., N Canton 20
• F & S WESTERN SHOP
1557 Western Ave., Toledo 9
• JIM JONARD RECORD SALES
50 Cherrington Ave., Westerville
• ROZ'S WESTERN WEAR
1855 Oakland Park, Columbus 24
• STOUFFER ENTERPRISES
7437 Juler Ave., Cincinnati 43
• HITCHING POST
1043 Portage Trail, Cuyahoga Falls
34

Four ladies chain across the way
Head two couples whirlaway
Then lead to the right, circle up four
Ladies break to a line of four
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Face your partner, back away
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers star thru, everybody frontier
whirl
Same girl, left allemande . .
SHIRLEY'S NIGHTMARE
by Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara,
Calif.

Heads whirlaway
Star thru, right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Split two, round one, come into the
middle
Square thru three-quarters round,
separate round one
into the middle, right and left thru
Pass thru, split two round one
Line up four, forward and back
Ends box the gnat, centers star thru
Everybody pass thru, left allemande . . .
SIMPLE ARKY
by Bruce Johnson, Santa Barbara,
Calif.

Ladies chain three-quarters round
All four ladies grand chain
Heads whirlaway
Heads pass thru, both turn left
Around one to the middle of the set
Make a left hand star in the middle
of the town
Pick up your corner with an arm
around
Star promenade and don't slow down
The rim turn back on the outside track
Go twice around and don't look back
Catch 'em again a wrong way thar
Rims back up in a left hand star
Throw in the clutch, go twice around
Swing that same pretty gal around . . .

CLOVERLEAF EQUIVALENT
by Johnnie Roth, Red Oak, Iowa

One and three lead to the right and
circle four
Head gents break to a line of four
Forward eight and back you reel
Pass thru and wheel and deal
Double pass thru, separate, star thru
dixie style
Do a frontier whirl, substitute, double pass thru and separate
Star thru dixie style, do a frontier
whirl, substitute
Double pass thru, first couple left,
next go right
Star thru, square dirt' three-quarters
round
Left allemande . . .
SUDDENLY
by Dan Schmelzer, Torrance, Calif.
One and three half sashay, box the

gnat across the way.
Square thru the other way back
Count four hands and when you're
thru
Swing star thru the outside two
( Right, left, star thru )
Forward out and back you reel
Just as you are wheel and deal
Double pass thru, first couple left,
next go right
Star thru the first in sight
Circle up four, you're doing fine
Head gents break and make that line
Join eight hands and make a ring
Circle left like everything
Head gents and the girls with you
Square thru in the middle you do
All the way round, just like that
Give a right to the corner, box the
gnat
Right and left grand . . .

PENNSYLVANIA
o CASSIDY'S PRESQUE ISLE TRAILER
PARK
317 Peninsula Dr., Erie
a PETRELLA'S RECORD SHOP
2014 W. Darby Rd., Havertown
a RANCHLAND RECORD SHOP
R.D. 3, Mechanicsburg 26
a RAY WARD RECORD SERVICE
17 S. ist St., Bradford

RHODE ISLAND
a CROSS TRAIL WESTERN SHOP INC.
91 Maple Ave., Barrington
a RHODY'S WESTERN WEAR
1019 Main St., West Warwich

SOUTH DAKOTA
a SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City

TENNESSEE
a BOB & DOT'S SQUARE DANCE &
WESTERN WEAR
3435 Magnolia Ave., Knoxville

TEXAS
a DEVA CHAPMAN RECORDS
3312 Rugged Dr., Dallas 24

WASHINGTON
a AQUA RECORD SHOP
1230'/2 Westlake Ave., Seattle 9

WASHINGTON, D.C.
FINK THAST
by Vern Smith, Dearborn, Mich.

Promenade
One and three wheel around and
star thru
All eight California twirl
Find your corner, left allemande . • .

a COUNTS WESTERN STORE
4903 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16

WISCONSIN
a MIDWEST RADIO COMPANY
3414 W. North Ave., Milwaukee
SQUARE RECORD & CLOTHING
P.O. Box 612, Wausau
35

NEW BASICS

Outsides separate and pass by one
Corner left allemande . . .

EXPLODE THE LINE
by Bill Shymkus, Chicago, III.

From a line of four ( facing, back
to back, or two faced) the center two
step forward and face while the end
two face and step forward. All give
a right to the opposite and pull by to
face out. Explode the line will half
sashay partners and change their
sequence.
EXAMPLE
by Pete Peterson, Palos Park, III.

Head two ladies chain across
Couple number one cross the floor,
split that pair
Go around one and line up four
Forward four, explode the line
Split the outside two, around one and
line up four
Forward four and back
Pass thru, explode the line
Wheel and deal, center four left
square thru four hands round

EXAMPLES
by Willard Orlich, Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio

Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Go forward and back, explode the line
U turn hack and cross trail thrn
There's ()le corner, left allemande . . .
Head two gents and the corer-r girl
up to the middle and back
Square thru, count four hands
Split those two, around one
Line up four, go forward and back
Opposite girl you box the gnat
Explode the line, California twirl
Left allemande . .
Other sources reporting the explode
the line idea are not using the "right
hand, pull by" as part of the movement. AMERICAN SQUARES is incorporating the "pull by" as part of
the pattern since this is the original

SL-116 FLIP/INSTRUMENTAL
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TRIANGLE
CALLER: DUSTY RANDELL
SL-117 FLIP/INSTRUMENTAL

ACT NATURALLY
CALLER: GAYLON SHULL
This is the first release by a new staff caller.

WONDERFUL MUSIC BY SQUARE L OUTLAWS
Available From Your Record Dealer

L
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SQUARE L RECORD CO. • 8512 LA JOLLA CT. • FT. WORTH 16, TEX.
Dances That Dance- Music You Can Call To—Finest Quality Records

idea as submitted to us by the author,
Bill Shymkus.
CHAIN STAR THRU
by Dewey Barry, East Cleveland, Ohio

Ladies will extend a right hand to
each other, pull by, and star thru with
the men they meet. End result with
be a two-faced line.
EXAMPLES
by Dewey Barry, East Cleveland, Ohio

Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Forward eight and back, pass thru
Bend the line and chain star thru
Wheel and deal two by two, star thru
Cross trail thru to a left allemande . . .
All four ladies chain star thru across
the town
Then promenade and don't slow down
Heads wheel around and star thru
Inside arch, dive thru, pass thru, star
thru

Cross trail thru to a left allemande . . .
Head two ladies chain across
Heads to the right and circle four
Head gents break and line up four
Pass thru, bend the line, chain star
thru
Wheel and deal two by two, star thru
Then chain star thru, substitute
Bend the line, chain star thru, wheel
and deal
Inside arch, dive thru, pass thru, split
two
Line up four, then bend it, left allemande . . .
Head couples square thru four hands
With the sides chain star thru
Wheel and deal two by two
Pass thru, bend the line and star thru
Then chain star thru, now wheel and
deal two by two
Pass thru, bend the line and star thru
Chain star thru and wheel and deal
two by two
Star thru to a left allemande . . .

NEW ON KALOXNO. K-1037 FLIP/INST.

PRETTY LITTLE MISS
CALLER: HARPER SMITH
RECENT RELEASE ON KALOX — NO. 1036

ROSETTA
CALLER: BILLY LEWIS

NEW ON LONGHORN
N0

NEW ROUNDS ON BEV()

LH-143 FLIP/INST.

DREAMING OF YOU
CALLER: JERRY ADKINS

KALOX RECORD DIST. CO.

NO. B-209

MELODY FOR TWO
GUITARS / MATADOR

K LO)C

316 STARR ST., DALLAS, TEX.

RUNNING BEAR—Top 25084
Calls by Dick Jones

TEN TOP SINGING CALLS
HEY, LOOK ME OVER—Windsor 4833
Calls by Bruce Johnson

Another Jones hit with excellent
diction, club figures throughout, comfortable music, and a slower pace.
Buy it and be Big Bear in your pack,
boys!
MOON'S JUST RIGHT—Longhorn 142
Calls by Ken Golden

Thrilling, naturally. Johnson and
Stillion can't fail, it seems. Makes you
want to strut. Eight circulate was
bound to burst forth on a singing call
sooner or later, and it couldn't happen
on a nicer label, to a nicer dance.

Move over again, Windsor, Sets In
Order, Grenn, etc. 'cause Longhorn's
cornered another hit. Satisfying music, golden-voiced caller, and a dance
for everybody gives this new moon a
"just right" rating. Dance written by
Harry Lackey.

HARD HEARTED HANNAH—Sets In
Order 147
Calls by Jack Jackson
A crisp rendition spotlights the

TOOTENANNY SQUARE—Top 25085
Calls by Stan Burdick

vamp of Savannah, capital G, capital
A. A sure hit. Smooth, in the groove,
well-timed jazz arrangement backs
him up, but we feel Jack could carry
this beauty with or without music.

The old Wabash Cannonball was
revamped with a wild dixieland treatment and Burdick's unpredictable
choreo-tricks for a disc that reflects a
modern trend for club dancers. Pretty
perky!

New Rounds
"I COULD HAVE DANCED
ALL NIGHT" (waltz)
by Blackie and Dottie Heatwole
McLean, Virginia
"GEORGIA BLUES" (two step)
by Manning and Nita Smith
College Station, Texas

Flip Square
"ISLAND IN THE SUN"
by Ron Schneider
OR 12067

GR 14067

New Flip Squares

RPM
C mute Luc

"IN THE EVENING BY THE
MOONLIGHT"
by Stan Burdick
Sandusky, Ohio

' ITS SO NICE TO HAVE A MAN

TOP 25088

TOP 25099

AROUND THE SQUARE"
by Ralph Kinnane
Birmingham, Alabama

Manufactured by GREW!, Inc., Box 216, Bath, Ohio 44210
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CARELESS LOVE Hi Hat 310
Calls by Bill Coreen

A familiar melody adequately done.
Uses swing thru, like many a dance.
Performed with care by Bill Coreen.
LITTLE RED WAGON—Old Timer 8199
Calls by Johnny Schultz

An oldie appears, uses swing star
thru. We were not too impressed with
the busy choreography. Nice beat
though. You won't need to get out and
push.
TRIANGLE—Square L 116
Calls by Dusty Randell

An "in between" record. Hillbilly
tune. Not rippin' good. Not rotten
bad. Music is well-played. Standard
figures.
PLAYMATE—Blue Star 1743
Calls by Sal Fanara
Not bad. Has possibilities, mu-

sically. Lyrics rate a small change.
We question a big, grown-up caller
singing "My dolly's got the flu . .

SHE'S A DANCING, SWINGING ROSE
—Blue Star 1745
Calls by Larry Fought

Yeah. Nice quiet, and sensible, but
like so many others. A little worthwhile but a lotta undistinguishableness—mess.

WORKSHOP RECORDS
ARKY WORKSHOP—Grenn 13012
Calls by Johnny Davis

If you go for Arky, you'll go for
Johnny on this latest Grenn platter.
No holds barred. Four complete
dances to choose from and experiment
with. Can't beat that Grenn beat
either.

HOEDOWNS
CINDY/RAGTIME ANNIE—Blue Star
1744

ROUND

DANCES

DING DONG DADDY/DRIVING ME
CRAZY Hi Hat CO6

BOB ROTTMANN'S
PLASTIC ENGRAVING
SERVICE
WHOLESALE

RETAIL

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

•

BADGES MADE-TO-ORDER. Any shape,
any size, any color. We can duplicate
any badge or design you core to submit.
Every state outline in stock. Also badges
that are hand painted, colorful, distinctive. Nothing like them anywhere.

•

Badges made for clubs, lodges,
clubs, conventions, associations and
groups.

•

Experimental work. Custom signs to 3inch letters.

•

Engraved plates and signs
schools, public buildings.

•

SOUND
SERVICE

CALLERS

sport
other

for offices,

FREE ESTIMATES. Write for full details.

Atlas Stands, Bogen, Califone,
Newcomb, Eledro-Voice Mikes and
Needles, Sound Columns, Monitors,
Newcomb Speaker Ext. Sets, Shure
Mikes, VIA and Wollensak Tape
Recorders, Vani-Speed Phone. Motors, Perma Power Radio Garage
Door Operator, Records, Record
Cases, Sony Wireless Mikes. Write
for literature and prices on any of
these products.
"The Nation's Best Stocked Dealer"
We Ship Anywhere

address for both services:
11041-A So. Tolman Ave., Chicago 55, Ill.

Write for FREE sample
and prices

Phone BE3-5527 or 233-5527

7

/1.rite for literature
11m
and prices
19

AMERICAN SOUARES MAGAZINE
6400 N. Leoti Ave , Chicago 46, III .
Pfease enter

my subscription for

a

period of one year and start service
immediately.
'JAME
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

El Check Enclosed
Rat.: $5.00 a year. Canada and
Foreign add WO per year additional
postage. U.S Funds.

If

you're enjo
ying
this copy of American
Squares why not enter
your own subscription.

,
e47
rilosi
11-

GOODNIGHT SWEETHEART/HARVEST
MOON—Top 26007
I REMEMBER YOU SAFARI TANGO
Grenn 14065
LONELY ME/LOVE YA MIXER — Blue
Star 1741
MISTY/CAMEOS AND LACE—Blue Star
1742
ROUTE 66/SERENADE OF THE BELLS
Belco 208
YESTERDAY'S MEMORIES/ BABY GUITAR—Sets In Order 3147

SINGING CALLS
ACT NATURALLY—Square L 117
Calls by Gnylon Shull
GONNA WRITE MYSELF A LETTER—
Lore 1072—Calls by Allen Tipton
I CRIED FOR YOU—Lore 1070
Calls by Bob Augustin
LET THE SUNSHINE IN — Mustang 111
Calls by Snooky Brasher
SWINGING' MAN—Lore 1071
Calls by Johnny Creel
THE GAL WHO INVENTED KISSIN.—
Swinging Square 2321
Calls by Chuck McDonald

tiorArT

g4alie6- iatitelrozktr

6834 WINDSORA
BERWYN, ILLINOIS
Featuring A New Line Of

LINGERIE FOR LADIES

Pantaloons .

. .$3.95

Sissy Britches

$2.95

Bouffant Petticoats . $7.95-9.95
All sizes front petite to extra large.
All colon. All petticoats with carrying
bag. Order by sail or visit us.

40

At Your Dealer
Singing Call

• WISCONSIN — The Fourth Annual Oktoberfest—USA in LaCrosse,
Wis. will feature six top national callers for four days of dancing and special activities. Oct. 1-4 are the dates
and the star-studded caller schedule
reads: Oct. 1—Wally Schultz; Oct. ?Joe Lewis and Wally Schultz; Oct. 3
Max Forsyth and Bob Yerington;
Oct. 4—Dave Taylor and Johnnie
Roth.
After parties will be hosted by the
Oktoberfest sponsors, the Happy
Twirlers Club and the LaCrosse
Clamber of Commerce, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday nights. Other
special events include a parade, carnival, professional entertainment, and
an art show.

"CRAZY, CRAZY"
Flip Called By "Wild Bill" Foross
HH 311

ROUND DANCES

"WHISPERING"
By Edna & Gene Arnfield

"SAN ANTONIO ROCK"
By Monette 8

HH 807

HAT

Hi

Dance Records

• TEXAS — The National Guard
Armory in Amarillo, Tex. will be the
site of the Second Annual Fall Festival of the Amarillo Square and
Round Dance Council. Headliners
for the Oct. 16-17 fun fest will be
II arper Smith, Celina, Tex., Jon Jones,
Arlington, Tex., and Nita and Manning Smith, College Station, Tex. Don and Pete Hickman
• NATIONAL — The "Lucky 13th"
National Square Dance Convention is
now a successful part of history. Nearly 15,000 dancers joined the festivities in Long Beach, Calif. July 23-25
to the delight of over 5,000 spectators
who crowded the auditorium balconies each day. Canada and several foreign nations were represented along
with dancers from 47 states.
Lee and Roy Long invite all square
dancers to "Dip 'N Dive in '65" at the
14th National Convention to be held
in Dallas, Tex. June 24-26, 1965. The
Longs, General Chairmen of next

Emmett Courtney

VELCO

STOP

MEANS SAFETY

SLIFFIRY
DANCS FLOOR
it II

NO DUST —NO PARRAFIN
NO ABRASIVI'S
16 OZ. CAN SI.O.DOWN

St.0•ZONNA
I

15

Alla wait

Of

11 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Postpaid 1.75 (USA only)
1.50 (Calif. only)

J. V. SUPPLY
P.O. Box 69894
Los Angeles 69, Calif.

SQUARE COirANCE
FUNDAMENTALS
All the basics, both old
as compiled by
and new, that have
beer brought out up to "UNCLE WALT'
and including March
WENTWORTH
1964. The most complete
book on Square Dance Fundamentals yet. A
supplemelt is issued each year to keep the
book up to date. Book including all supplements to date, $2.25 plus 15c postage &
mailing.
WALT WENTWORTH

No. St.

5557 57th
Petersburg,

Ave.
Florida 33709
41
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"THE WOAD DESIGNED ,

WITH THE CALLER 04 MIND"

presents

"Something Old. .
"Something New. .

WW #107

Try

our latest patter, you're sure
like one of them.

11

tO

Music by the WAGON-MASTERS
MO WEST 53rd AVENUE • • • ARVADA, COLORADO

GET YOUR FREE LISTING IN

NATIONAL DIRECTORY
OF INSTRUCTION GROUPS,
1965 EDITION,
FOLK DANCE GUIDE
Groups and classes may be listed FREE.
Kindly submit complete information to:
FOLK DANCE GUIDE, Box 342
Cooper Station, New York, N.Y. 10003

FOR HARD-TO-FIND RECORDS
We have one of the largest stocks of
both old and new square and round
# dance records in the U.S.A. We ship most
orders on the same day the order is
received.

lir

Special Price on 78's and
old 45's

We recently acquired a great many old
and discontinued numbers on both 78's
Srand 45's. These are available at special
reduced prices. Write for list.
SEND 5c STAMP FOR NEW CATALOG.

MAIL ORDER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 7176, Phoenix, Arizona

ENGRAVED
NAME
is
BADGES

OC

EACH

Any State Shape 65e Choice of Colors
FULL LIST OF GIMMICK CLUBS. We will quote
prices for badges from your samples or
sketches; any color, any shape. Write for
brochure or for information.

A TO Z ENGRAVING, Ray Nelson
P.O. BOX 345C, WAUCONDA, ILL.
42

year's gala event, are now promoting
a "Texas Size" push to urge the issue
of a special stamp commemorating
square dancing for its part in American culture and history. Dancers are
urged to write to Postmaster General
John Gronouski, President Johnson,
and local government officials and request that this stamp be issued in conjunction with the Dallas Convention.
Pre-registration forms for the 14th
National Convention are now available from Wanda and John Winter,
609 Warren Drive, Garland, Tex. or
from Bee and Cleve Cooper, Box
30521, Dallas, Tex.
Indianapolis, Ind. has been awarded
the honor of hosting the 15th National
Convention in 1966. The Indiana
Dancers Association will sponsor the
event and General Chairmen will be
Blossom and Al Selmier of Indianapolis, Ind.
• OHIO — "Split-Yer-Sides," a cartoon book with over 150 cartoons for
square dancers taken from the pages
of AMERICAN SQUARES and the
New England Caller is now available
from the author, Stan Burdick.
The book contains 72 pages, 81/2"
by 11" in size, is printed with excellent quality, and has an introduction
by Arvid Olson, Editor of AMERICAN SQUARES. "Split-Yer-Sides"
makes an ideal gift. Order it from
Stan at 1514 Oakmont Lane, Sanddusky, Ohio. The price is $2.50.
• INDIANA — The Student Union
Building of the Indiana University
Medical Center at Indianapolis, Ind.
was the scene recently of the Indiana
Callers' Association 11th Annual
Workshop. Forty-six caller couples
danced to the calling of Jim Brower,
Texarkana, Tex. Dot and Date Foster,
Decatur, Ill., taught new rounds and
gave tips on teaching techniques.

VENTS

OLD TIMER RECORD
I ! ! CATALOG ! !

Oct. 1-4: LaCrosse, Wis. Oktoberfest.
Logan School and Auditorium.
Oct. 2: Bristol, Conn. Mum Jamboree.
Bristol Girls Club.
Oct. 2-3: Montpeliar, Vt. Vermont
Fall Foliage Festival.
Oct. 2-4: Melbourne, Australia. Australian National Convention.
Oct. 3: Bettendorf, Iowa. Iowa Federation Fall Festival.
Oct. 4: New York, N.Y. First Annual
New York Metropolitan Area
Roundup. Yorkville Casino Ballrooms.
Oct. 4: Springdale, Ohio. Third Annual Fall Festival. Heismann's Hayloft.
Oct. 4: Painesville, Ohio. Cleveland's
Square-Round-Up. Painesville Rollerena.
Oct. 8-9: Omaha, Neb. Pre-Convention Dances.
Oct. 9: Clarion, Pa. First Autumn
Leaf Festival. Clarion High School.
Oct. 9-10: Springfield, Mo. Missouri
Round Dance Festival.
Oct. 10: Omaha, Neb. Mid-Central
States Convention. Omaha Civic
Auditorium.
Oct. 10: Aberdeen, Md. Annual Harvest Hoedown.
Oct. 11: Pasadena, Calif. A Square
D Fall Festival. Civic Auditorium.
Oct. 16-17: Sedalia, Mo. Fifth Annual State Festival.
Oct. 16-17: Amarillo, Tex. Amarillo
Council Annual Festival. National
Guard Armory.
Oct. 17-18: San Jose, Calif. Eighth
S.C.V.S.D.A. Jubilee. Civic Auditorium.
Oct. 18: St. Cloud, Minn. Fall Festival. Granite City Coliseum.
Oct. 23-25: Okee, Wis. Dance-A-Rer.
Larrabee's Lodge.

Old Timer offers the best in old standards as well as new favorites. Get
complete record listing now.

YOURS FOR A 5c STAMP

OLD TIMER RECORDS
708 E. Weldon, Phoenix 14, Arizona

HOOSIER
SQUARE DANCE
FESTIVAL
Oct.
23
24 - 25
1964

featuring
LES GOTCHER • BOB FISK
WAYNE & NORMA WYLIE

For information Write: Hoosier Square Dance
Festival, P.O. Box 731, Evansville, Ind.

JEWELRY
E ATTENTION
SQUARE DANCE STORES
W
E
L
R
Y
Eliminate the middleman! Buy di
rect from the largest manufacturer of SID jewelry.

Wide selection of bracelets, pendants, pins, earrings, bolo ties,
belt buckles, car magnets. A request on your letterhead will
bring an assortment of RETURNABLE SAMPLES.
TRU-ART JEWELRY CO

50 Aleppo St., Providence 9, R.I.

PRAIRIE RECORDINGS
presents for October
1007 Singing call by Al Horn

"JUST BECAUSE"
Music by the "Hornets'

P

Have you tried . . .

PR 1005—"CHINATOWN SQUARE"
PR 1006—"SECOND FIDDLE"
PR 2003—"ALABAM"
1502 Alex. Cir, Pueblo, Colo.
43
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STYLE

2zttimat6,

575

ESPECIALLY FOR SQUARE DANCERS
AT POPULAR PRICES
Buy By Mail—We Pay Postage
Send No Money—We Wil1 Bill You

• 4
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SIY LE

577

67?1̀...E 580

STY LE N-18

STYLE 575

S' l

$6.95

Made of special "Nylon Baby
Horsehair" that withstands many
washings. Yoke is also nylon net.
Very full. Self colored binding
on last tier. White, Red, Black,
Pink, Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange
Ice, Lilac, Beige, Gold, Shrimp,
Fuchia, Turquoise, Royal Blue.
Sizes P S M L.

I

C- 1 2

Blue,

STYLE C-12

STYLE 580

Cotton batiste Sissy Britches with
rows of nylon lace ruffles on
back. All White, Block White,
Red White, White with Pink 'Blue
Lace (Multi). Sizes S M L XL.

Maize, Beige, Sizes P S
M L XL.

$9.95

Nylon Baby Horsehair with Nylon
tricot top. Last tier varigates into
vibrant pink, maise and blue.
Sizes P (Petite) S M L.

STYLE 578

$7.95

New style with tricot yoke. Outer
skirt of crisp Nylon Baby Horsehair, underskirt of soft nylon
sheer. Self-colored binding on
each tier. White, Red, Pink, Black,

$13.95

Made with two layers of nylon
chiffon, this deluxe style billows
so very full it finishes with 18
yards on each layer. White, Red,
Black, Pink. Sizes P S M L.

STYLE C.11
STYLE 577

STY LE 5

$2.95

Cotton batiste pantaloon. Popular
with many of the younger square
dancers. White only. Sizes S M L.

I Imre

STYLE N-18

$2.95

$3.95

Fits beautifully. Five tiers of lace.
White, Pink, Blue in Dacron and
cotton blend. Red and Black are
in cotton batiste only. Also White
with Pink and Blue lace. (Multi)
Sizes P S M L XL.

MIN SETS

P.O. BOX 143, NILES, ill. 60648, PHONE 7634252

Oct. 23-24: Richmond, Va. Nifty
Ninth Festival. John Marshall Hotel.
Oct. 23-24: Winnipeg, Man., Can.
First Annual Fun Fest. Fort Garry
Hotel.
Oct. 23-25: Evansville, Ind. Hoosier
Festival.
Oct. 24: Lawton, Okla. Fall Festival.
National Guard Amory.
Oct. 25: Bethlehem, Pa. Second Annual Festival. Hotel Bethlehem.
Oct. 31: Riverside, Calif. Cow Counties Hoedown. Memorial Auditorium.
Oct. 31: St. Paul, Minn. C. E. Region
Jamboree. Midway Civic Center.
Oct. 31: Annapolis, Md. Fourth Chesapeake Festival. National Guard
Armory.
Oct. 31-Nov. 1: Redwood City, Calif.
Fifth Annual Harvest Hoedown.
Address: News and Events Editor, AMERICAN
SQUARES, 6400 North Leoti Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646.

Attention
SQUARE DANCE
AND WESTERN
STORES!

HOW MUCH DO YOU KNOW ABOUT

CONTRAS?
Do you know how to select material of graded
difficulty, teach it sensibly, call it properly, understand it yourself, and give your dancers a
useful contra background?
Ask about our graded contra series, with instrumental and prompted versions of nine very
different contra dances.

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS, INC.
P. O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901

SQUARE
DANCE
CLOTHES
FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
Send for catalog 8 name of local supplier

1460 WASHINGTON AVE.
TEL. JE 8-8794
MIAMI BEACH, FLA.

SINCE 1898—MADE BY SQUARE DANCERS FOR SQUARE DANCERS!

QUALITY JEWELRY
1

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER TO YOU!

PINS, BRACELETS, PENDANTS, EARRINGS, BOLOS,
KEY CHAINS, BELT BUCKLES, CAR EMBLEMS, ETC.
Writ. on your letterhead for assortment of returnable samples.

••

FRANK L. WILMARTH CO.
6 CURTIS STREET, EAST PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

YOUR

NEWCOMB
DEALER

0

Also complete supplies for dancers
and callers. Write for sound equipment brochures. Prompt RECORD
SERVICE. Ask about our monthly
list of new releases.

TR-1625 SERIES
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TR-1656M SERIES
5417 HELEN WAY
GL 7-5827
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITY FOR STORES
You can become part of the booming square dance industry. Earn big
profits selling square and round dance records in your area. The
specialist record distributors listed below will set you up in business if

L

you can qualify. They carry all square and round dance labels and
books
square

and

can offer fast efficient service. If you are already a

dance

accessories and clothing, here's your chance

volume profitably. Contact distributor nearest you for

dealer

to odd to

complete

of

your

details.

No obligation.

WRITE TODAY TO DISTRIBUTOR NEAREST YOU
ARIZONA
Old Timer Distributors
P.O. Box 7281, Phoenix 11

GEORGIA
Record Distributors
2581 Piedmont Rd., N.E.,
Atlanta S

CALIFORNIA
Corsair-Continental Corp.
5528 N. Rosemead Blvd.,
Temple City

ILLINOIS
Heritage House
6400 N. Leoti Ave., Chicago 46

NEW JERSEY
Dance Record Distributors
1159 Broad St., Newark
OHIO
Twelgrenn Enterprises
P.O. Box 16. Bath

MICHIGAN
CANADA
Square Dance Specialties
Square & Round Dance Whole14600 Grand River, Detroit 27
sale
455 W. Broadway. Vancouver, B.C.MISSOURI
Webster Record Distributors
124 W. Lockwood,
CANADIAN MUSIC SALES
St. Louis 19
58 Advance Road, Toronto, Ont.

TEXAS
Merrbach Record Sales
323 W. 14th Street, Houston

NEBRASKA
GERRY HAWLEY
Square Dance Distributors
34 Norman Crescent. Saskatoon.
1818 Farnum, Omaha
Sask.

WASHINGTON
Western Dance Distributors
12301 2 Westlake Ave. N., Seattle a

46

UTAH
C. Vern Yates
438i2 E. 4th S.
Salt Lake City

\

Let's dance the
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'TENNESSEE WALTZ"
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at

a.

"LILAC
TIME"

b

on a
a
•

"SENTIMENTAL
JOURNEY"

"LILAC TIME"
Composed by Nora and Archie Murrell of Detroit. They have written a smooth fascinating dance to one of the nostalgic favorite tunes, done by the sweet music of the
Memo Bernabei Band. You will love it!
Coupled with

"TENNESSEE WALTZ"
Ode and Meredith Weir of Decatur, Illinois composed this lovely dance to another
old familiar rune. You will find yourself humming these tunes to the fascinating music
of the Memo Bernabei Band as you dance the routines.

Windsor No. 4700
:7W SQUARE

"SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY"
Another all Ruth Stillion production which takes you on a journey of fun and pleasure.
Ruth wrote the dance and calls it superbly.
•

Windsor No. 4836

WINDSOR RECORDS

Widsor Records
cock

5530 N. Rosemead Blvd., Temple City, Calif.

--VS•• 328 LIND4
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NEW ROUND

VP

V

J-128

GLORY OF LOVE

V
V

V

Choreography by Ann and Louis Calhoun, Shelby, North Carolina.
This is a must for all round and square dancers. An easy two-step.
V

J-127

BIG RIVER

V

Latest flip called by Jewel O'Brien
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NO. BJ-1004

Joys OF QUEBEC /LOST INDIAN
NO. BJ-1005

OLE BILL
FIRST HOEDOWNS ON BIG J LABEL!
Try these hoedowns now at your local dealer.
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )

JEWEL RECORDS - 328 LINDA AVE. - BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

